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The Sticking Coefficients of Carbon and Iron 

Atomic Beams 

1. Introduction. 

The accurate determination of the,vapor-pressures of the 

elements is of great importance in the establishment of their 

thermodynamic properties. For many of the elements it is con-

vanient to carry out vapo~pressure measurements using direct 

manometric methods which usually yield accurate results above 

50 mm Hg. In the case·of the refractory metals the use of pres

sure gauges is unsatisfactory because of the low vapor-pressures 

and the high temperatures involved in such determinations• 

Two methods which are capable of yielding accurate results. 

in the low pressure range are the effusion method and the measure• 

ment of rates of vaporization from a free surface in a vacuum 9 

In making effusion measurements, the vaporizing material is· 

contained in an inert vessel which has a small hole through which 

the vapor may escape. In order that the eq.uations of the kinetic 

theory of gases may be applied to this_system the construction of 

this hole must meet two conditions: (1) the thickness of the edge 

of the hole must be much smaller than the diameter such that the 

probabilit! that an atom arriving at. the aperture passes through 

it is essentially unity, and (2) the diameter of the aperture must 

not be greater than the mean free path of the atom such that the 

~ velocity direction of the atoms in the containing vessel are not 

disturbed by the act of effusion. It is then a simple matter to 
' . 

collect a known fraction of the effusing atomic beam and calculate 

the total amount effusing from an ideal aperture in a given time 
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interval by applying the cosine dependence of the beam densitye 

The relation given by gas kinetic.s for the calculation of the 

vapor-pressure is 

z\MT 
p :: -·-·---·-44.383•a•t 

wherein p is the pressure in atm, z the total number of moles 

effusing, M the molecular weight of the gaseous species, T the 

i;emperature in °K, a· the hole area in cm2 , and t the time in 

secondso 

(1) 

In these considerations of the equilibrium between a gaseous 

and condensed phase one must consider a factor a., the sticking 

coefficient, such that if p is an apparent vapor-pressure which 

determines the rate of evaporation from a surface, and if p0 is 

the equilibrium vapor-pressure, then 

This means the atoms in the gas phase do not have unit probability 

of condensing upon striking the surface if a. is not unity and that 

the rate at which atoms enter the gas phase is proportional to p 

rather than to the equilibrium pressure p". The factor a. may also 

be expressed as a fraction of the number of gaseous atoms which 

strike unit surface per unit time that condense. 

Now it can be shown that measurements made by the effusion 

method are independent of the sticking coefficient within the 

effusion vessel if the area of the hole is consic'lerably smaller 

than the vap-orizing area. If a represents the area of the hole and 

s the vaporizing area, the relation 
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p ::: Po 
a.+!. 

a. 

s 
expresses the dependence of the measurement of the equilibrium vapor-

pressure upon the sticking coefficient within the vessela It is 

obvious that in making measurements by the effusion method that one 

should vary his hole size in order to establish the fact that one 

is not dealing with an abnormally low sticking coefficient. 

However 9 this fe.ctor is of importance at the collector .where 

the effusing beam is condensed. Since the measured vapor-pressure 

is directly dependent upon the amount collected, a sticking coeffi

cient which is quite small leading to considerable reflection will 

introduce serious errors into the final m·easurement. 

In the determination of vapor-pressures by the measurement of 

rates of vaporization from a free surface in a vacuum the factor a. 

is of direct importance since the relation given by gas kinetics is 

m fT 
pa. = 44 • 383 ' 'M (2) 

wherein p is the pressure in atm 1 a. the sticking coefficientJl m the 

weight loss from the surface in gms/cm2/sec 1 T the temperature in °K 

and M the molecular weight· of the gaseous species. In this type or 
\ 

measurement no collection is necessary and the sticking coefficient 
. . 

is ·or importance only in the above relation. 

There is one possible situation in which equations (1) and (2) 

will give a calculated vapor-pressure which is gre-atly in error. That 

is when account is not taken of the actual vaporizing species. For in

stance, Melville and Gray{l) have shown that red phosphorous evaporates 

to give P2 molecules and only P2 molecules condense on red phosphorous 

even under conditions where P4 is the predominate gaseous species. 

When P4 molecules hit the red phosphorous surface they condense to 
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the more volatile white phosphorous whi"ch evaporates again to P.r 

gas without conversion to rea phosphorous. Therefore, if the equili

bJ•iu.m pressure measurec1 consists of P 4 (g) with only a small amount 

of P2 (g), the small equilibrium pressure of P2(g) should be used to 

calculate the rate of vaporization. Such cases, however, are rare 

and in the case of the refractory metals discussed in this paper the 

vap('-rization is predominately to the monatomic gas o 

Ir1 general the method of vaporize. tion from a free surface yields 

:r•e,3ul ts o.f greater accuracy than the effusion method when a. is known 

..... or is quite close to unity. This is a result of difficultiGs 

eneountered in determining the true mean temperature l,"lithin the 

effusion cello Despite great care in experimental details, serious 

temperature gradients usually exist when runs are conducted at high 

temperatures. One immediate reason for this is that it is not 

possible to include radiation shielc1ing in the space about the 

effusion cell where the.ex.it gas atoms travel to the collectoro Thus 

the area about the hole acts as a heat sink and not only introduces 

a factor which lower~ the appar·ent vapor-pressure but leads tc error 

in the measurement of the temperature within the cell by the optical 

pyrometer due to possible deviations from bls.cl{ bqdy conditions 

when the temperature is not uniform. 

If the emissivity of the material is known at the temperature 

o~+~ the meast1rement, the temperature of the free surface 1na~r be 

measured relatively accurately and the ~ifficulties encountered in 

the effusion method are not encountered in the vaporization. method. 

Unfortunately very few direct determinations have been made 

of the sticking coefficient of the refractory metals·. It has 

generally been assumed that a. is essentially unity in conducting 
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the vaporization measurements. In the first paper to report the 

determination of vapor-pressures by free surface vaporization, 

Langmuir(2) discusses this problemo Since Knudsen has shown the 

thermal accommodation coefficients of gases increase with increasing 

molecular weight, Langmuir concludes that it is extremely probable 

that the sticking coefficient of gaseous metallic atoms will be 

essentially unity. In a recent paper Holden, Spieser and JohnstonC 3) 

have determined the vapor-pressure of beryllium by both of the 
• 

methods . described above and find agreement within their• experimental 

error, which indicates that the sticking coefficient is unity at the 

temperature of their measurement within the accuracy of their 

measurements. 

Actually very few qualitative observ~ti.ons of the reflection 

of metallic atoms have been reportedo It should be emphasized that 

we are interested only in those metals whose vapor-pressures are 

vanishingly small at room temperature, or the temperature of the 

target mater·ial·· It is well known(4) thiit atomic 'be{:lms of volatile 

metals such as mercury and cadmium show considerable reflection, 

because of re-evaporation from the collector. Such cases will not 

be discussed •. Rudberg and Lempert<5 l report no extensive reflection 

occurring when barium atoms ·strike a collector~ Rudberg( 6) also 

finds no e'ridence for the reflection of calcium atomic beams by 

visual inspection of surfaces adjacent to the collector. Weber and 
(7) ' 

Kirsch. · report no visual evidence· for the reflection of bismuth 

atoms from a bismuth deposit on a collector.. Johnston and Marshall(8) 

observed no condensation of nickel 'on re-entrant portions of their 

apparatus during measurements of the vaporgpressure of nickelo Of 

not direct bearing on the reflection of metallic atoms, but of 
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interest from view of large moJ.ecular weight are the experiments 

Verholk and Ma.rshall(g} in which the vapor=pressures of tri-m-cresyl 

phosphate~ tri .... p-cresyl phospha.te,.dibutyl phthalate and dibenzyl 

sebacf;~•ate were determined at 100°0 by both the effusion method and 

the me,asurement of the rate of vaporization of the free su:L"faceo 

The sticking coefficient was fotmd to be essentially unity for each 

of tts,se compou:a.Cl.s since in all cases the two methods gave the same 

Yapor=pressureo 

'Fne vapor ... pressures of several of the refractory metals have 

been investigated by at least one of these methods o In a revi.ew of 

the vapor•pressures of monatomic vapors Ditchburn and Gilmo·,.lr(lO) 

give the pressure ranges which have been measured, and in the case 

of the more refractory metals give the vapor-pressures for Cu, Ag~ 

Au Be Al S~ p·b· B4 Cr and IVIn Kelley(ll} has g·iven Vc:"Lpo-.L"'-' I ; .... , _. I ... , • o -

pressure data for these elements and also C.$1 Fe 9 Mo, Ni, Pt.? Sn, and 

Wo Brewer(l2 ) summarizes the thermodynamic properties of the elements, 

giving V?.por..-.pressures ati high temperatures for the elements giv·en 

above and also for Ti, N, Th, Cb, Ta, U and other elements determined 

by these methodso 

It is seen that the vapo~-pressures of many of the refractory 

metals have been measureo by either of two methocls.P both of which 

are subject to el"ror if the stj.cking coefficient is not close to 

unitye Furthermore, essentially only one measurement has been made 

to dete~1ine these sticking coefficients to test the validity of the 

reportec'l. vapor-pressures .. 

A current case of interest is the determination of the vapor

pressure of graphite by Brewer., Gilles and Jenkinse(l 3) In this 

-;,vork the beam of carbon atoms was collected on a water-cooled 
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platim:un disco The primary purpose of the determ1.na.tion was to 

allow the fixing of the heat of S1lblimat1on of graphite, there being 

t'.t'...ree values "allowed" by spect~oscopic data: 170 e39 3 141.25 and 

125 o03 kcal/mole e While the results of this measurement gave close 

agreement to the first value 9 it can be shown that this would result 

fortuitously if the true heat were 14lo25 kcal/mole and the sticking 

coefficient; on the collector were 10 ... 2 or if the true heat were 

125.03 kcal/moie and the sticking coefficient on the collector 

were l0 ... 4 o Considering theorders of magnitude involved it should 

be possible to determine the amount of reflection of the carbon atoms 

from the graphite deposit on the collector.in order to distinguish 

between these poss:tbili ties o Such is done in this paper U...'1.der 

essentially the same experimental conditions as used by Brewer.l! 

et al 9 in their determinationso 

The sticking coefficient· is also reported for ·i.ron .atoms on 

the collector under the same experimental conditions used by Brewer 

and Mastick(l4) in the determination of the vapor ... pressure of iron 

by the effusion methodo. If the iron atoms condense completely it 

would be possible to compare the v~por-pressure val~es obtained by 

the effusion with those obtained by the measurements of rates of 

volatilization from free iron surfaces(l5 )$(l6 ) and thus obtain a 

measure of the sticking coefficient at the temperature of the actual 

rneasurementso 

2o ~perimentalo 

The equipment and experimenta;l techniques involved in the 

carbon measurements will not be described in detail as they have 

been given elsewhereo(l3) ·Graphite powder (Acheson grac'ie 38) was 
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contained in a graphite crucible which WEtS fitted with a. snug 

graphite lido Su.rrounding this was a heavy tantalum crucible and 

an 8 mil tantalum sheet 

top of the graphite lid 

with a 1:. inch circular hole which rested on 
8 

whose.circular hole was linch in diameter. 
4 

Figure 1 indicates the tantalum crucible surrounded by tantal·um 

ratiat:i.on shielding and collimator plates o The tantalum assembly 

J.s contained in a zircon crucible which is about 5 inc~J .. -~:s high and 

2o5 inches in d:tametero Suspended above the zircon crucible, in 

line with the effusing beam is a water cooled copper ring on which 

a 2 mil platinum collector disc rests. This disc has a central hole 

1 inch in diameter to allow sighting on the effusion hole ','.ri th an 
4 
optical pyrometer. A short platim.un cylinder with one end open and 

t~e other end closed with a large hole cut in this closed an~ was 

slip-fitted into the bottom of the ring so that the open end just 

touched the collector disc • The interior of this cylinder ;;vas 1 i.ned 

with 1 mil platinum in the form of a ring resting on the bottom and 

a strip around the walls. ·These surfaces acted as collectors for 

the atoms reflected from the collector disc. Du.r•ing the runs the 

portlon of the r"i_isc intercepting the beam was heated to about 90U°Ko 

Table I gives the essential results of the carbon reflection 

measurements. Runs 4 and 5 were blank runs in which there was no 

collector disc in ordel" that the amount of in-beam scattePing to 

the 1 mil ring and strip could be determined. This amount was 

su.btracted from the weight found on these surfaces during reflection 

runs 1 0 2~ 3~ and 6o In view of the relatively large amount of 

· ~ reflection observed in these runs, run 7 was conducted without the 

lcwer 1 mil surfaces to determine the amount of reflection from 

them back to the collector disco This was necessary to determine 
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Run 
. Time 

sees. x 10"'"4 

Table I 

Wt. C on 
disc l~ 

Wt. C on 
ring and 
strip (mg) 
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Corrected ratio 
of C on disc 
to total C 

I Collector disc and ring and strip reflection collectors in place: 

II 

1 2775 

2 2765 

3 2760 

Q 2674 

Ring anfi_ 

4 

5 

2760 

2760 

1.374 

1.440 

lo440 

1.800 

strip reflection 

1.440 

lo440 

1.535 1.029 0 .. 547 

2.042 1.164 0 .. .585 

2.496 1.247 Oe616 

1.292 0.774 Oo58l. 

collectors in place on.l.·y~ 

Oo088 

0.049 

III Collector disc in place, no reflection collectors under disc: 

7 2760 1.440 1.705 
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the rnt;agnitude of single reflection from the deposit on the collector. 

Since the exper~nental conditions of runs 2, 3 and 7 are the same 1 

the first two rtL~s give the total amount of the beam collected and 

the ratio of the weight on the collector in run 7 to the total 

weight striking the collector as determined by runs 2 and 3 gives 

the desired sticking coefficient. To determine the total amount of 

carbon in runs 2 and 3, it is necessary to correct .for the fraction 

of the atoms which escape back through the hole in the bottom of the 

cylinder 0 This factor, calculated from the geometry of the system, 

is lo32 times the v;eight on the collector disco Column six of 

Table I gives the ratio of the corrected weights of carbon found on 

the collector to the sum of the corrected weights of carbon found 

on all surf~ceso This ratio is not the sticking coefficient, but 

approaches this coefficient in the limit as the amount of reflection 

approaches zeroo The sticking coefficient calculated from runs 2, 3 

and 7 carbon atoms on the deposit is 0.45. · 

The iron reflection runs were made with the same equipment and 

geometry with two exceptions: the radiation shields and collimators 

were constructed or molybdenum, ancl the iron was contained in a 
. . (14) 

beryllium oxide effusion cello .. Table II gives the results of 

these runs o Runs 4 ancl 5 were made to determine the blank correction 

for the amount of iron found on the 1 mil ring and strip when the 

collector disc was left out of the system. Because of the slight 

reflection observed in runs 1, 2 and 3 it was considered to be of 

no further advantage to attempt to determine the back refJ.ection 

due to the 1 mil surfaces. The sticking coefficient of iron atoms 

on the iron deposit is given as o.98e 



Run 
Time 

10-3 
~s. x 

Table II 

Wt. Fe on 
dis_~p16) 

wt. Fe on 
ring and 
strip (mg) 
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Correcte,cl ratio 
of Fe on disc 

to total Fe 

I Collector disc and ring and strip reflection collectors in place: 

1 

2 

3 

1864 

1864 

1864 

3.180 

3.600 

3.660 

0.35 

0.41 

10.27 0.39 

II Ring and strip reflection collectors in place only: 

4 

5 

1864 

1863 

3.600 

3.600 

Oo27 

0.22 

o.ol74 

0.0208 

Oo0182 
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A sticking coefficient of 0.45 for the beam carbon atoms on 

the collector deposit indicates that the vapor-pressures reported 

by Brewer, et al, (l 3) are low by about a factor of tvJo, and therefore 

the values for the heat of sublimation of graphite which they give 

are high by about 4 kcal/mole. Excluding their outgassing runs, 

their average value for the heat of sublimation is 169.36 kcal/mole. 

Correcting for the reflection at the reflector, this value becomes 

165.25 kcal/mole. Since the primary purpose of their' research was 

to distinguish between the possible values 170.39, 141 ,;25 and 125.03 

kcal/mole, it is seen that the evidence for the value 170.39 kcal/mole 

is quite conclusive. 

The probable explanation for their experimentally determined 

value being slightly low is based upon .the uncertainty in establish

ing the true mean tempera tv.re within the effusion cell.- It can be 

shown that the ~empera.ture gradients which me.y exist in the cell can 
. -

introduce an error in the reading of the·temperature witll an .optical 

p~rrometer of sufficient magnitude' to account for most of the observed 

deviation.,. This error should become more p~onou.nced the higher the 

temperature of the effusion cell. Such was found to be the case in 

measur~men ts reported in this paper which were conducted at tempera
(13) tures 160(,)K hi.gher than those reported by Brewer, et al. . 

(11) AF • ~o 
Kelley. gives · ~ -36.88 for the reaction C(g~) = C(g) at 

·T 
2.760°Kf from this datum, the data in Table I and the geometry of the 

system we obtain as an average value for the heat of sublimation 

\ 157.1 kcal/mole. 

The res-lilts given in Table II indicate tha.t essentially com

plete condensation of the gaseous iron atoms takes place upon striking 
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I 

the reflector. Thus the vapor-pressures reported by Brewer• and 

:Mas·tick ( 14) are not in error as a result of this factor. The vapor-

pressures reported by these authors were determined by the effusion 
, 

method ann agree within experimental error with those determined by 

Jones, et al,(l5 ) e.nd Marshall, et al,(lG) who utilized the method 

of measuring r~tes of vaporization from free iron surfaces in a 

vacuwno Within the accuracy of the measurements involved one can 

conclude that the sticking coefficient of gaseous iron atoms on an 

. i.ron surface which is in thermal equilibri1.m1 with the gas is 

essentially unity. 

It has been noted that careful distinction haf'! been drawn be-

tween the sticking coefficient on a deposit on a cold collector and 

s:m a surface in thel"lllal equilibrium with the gas, the former being 

of importance in the effusion method and the latter in the method 

of measuring rates of vaporization. That thene two factors may not 

be immerUa.tely equated follows from the fact that the temperature 

dependence of the reflection is unknown and, secondly, it must be 

shmv.n that the nature of the solid surface in the same in both cases. 

In regard to the temperature dependence a qualitative discussion 

of the interaction of the atom with the surfa.ce is of help in 

estimating the probable importance of the dependence. As the gaseous 

atoms approach the surface it must be accelerated by the attractive 

surface forceso During impact with the surface the atom will lose a 
•·' 

certain fraction of the total translational energy which it possesses 

at the moment of impact. Since this total translational energy is 

·, greater than the.t which the a tom had when far f'rom the surface, the 

energy loss may exceed that which the atom possessed originally. If 

this occurs the atom is held in an attractive potential field of the 
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surface bonding forces and thus condenses. to become an integral 

part of the surface. Since the frE:tctional energy transfer upon 

collision may be taken essentie.lly independent of the initial 

translat;iona.l energy of the atom, and for strong surface bonding 
i 

forces the maximum .translational energy at the point .of collision is 

a slowly vary~ng function of the initial translational energy of the 

a.tom!l ther~ ·znust' exist a certain translatio!,l· energy possessed by the 

atom upon· l~eaving. the effusion cell whic~.~·is equal in ti?-agnit~de ~o 

the energy loss.during cc;>llision. ·For initial translational energies 
' I , 

I 

greater than.' this critical value the atom will: rebound from colli,sion 
' ' 

vd th resiclual kine~ic energy equal to or, ~re~?-ter than zero .~.nd:.may be 

considerecl reflected. • It follows from Ma.xwell-Bol tzmann statistics 

that some reflection will always occur for a~oms ·which ·have e~tremely 

high velocities even though the tempera:t;ure ,of the effusion cell·. is 

relatively lov~>anrl the. surface forces._ h;tg}'l:~ , This effect ra.pi¢ily;, 
. . '. . . ' .. · ' '.;. ' . . ·' . ' 

becomes negligibly small ·as the mean.vel?city or temperatu~e:qf the 

beam. decl;'eases ~.· It is· very' difficult to ·reach conclusip;Us, reg~n"<ilng 

the effect of an increased su1"face temperature on the interaction 

betv~een the ato:m and tlle surface, but one 'is .. led to conclude. ~hat it 

will be of seco;n,da_'ry importance and that the· two rr1aj or faqtor~ in the . 
reflection of .. E?:.tomic beams will be. the strength of the s~rface _forces 

which attract the imp_inging atom and the mean velocity of the atoms· 
. j·-... . 

in the beamo . ·_Thus in conducting effusion mes.surements one should 

construct the collector o_f a material ,which h~s strong surface bonding· 

forces for the effusing atoms and should keep the beam velocities as 

· ·. low as pass ible o 

Dt.lring the deposition of effus:l.ng atoms the first few at()mic 

layers will be distorted from their normal crystal habit by the 
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'" .rces of the collector, and the consequent mass of the 

deposit will be of a crystal· structure appropriate to the element 

at the temperature of the collector unless an unusual case is 

en~~~otmtered where the rate of crystal formation is extremely slovvo 

I:n the case of '::;he carbon deposit the structure is presu1·aa.bly 

g:raphi tic o While no direct studies wer·e made at least two ·facts 

support this conclu.sion: (1) the deposit had a ·metallic luster and 

'ii78..8 quite br:i.ttle., and (2} it has been shovvn(l7) that carbon black 

:'L'$ a mixture eontaining particles which range from si.ngle gr•aphi te 

layers.up to graphite crystals several layers thicko Deposits of 

i!''(Jl!l. haVe been inspected by X-ray diffraction methods and S:I'S found . 

tp assume the normal cubic close-packefl structure whose lattice 

constant was in excellent agreement with the best li tsi'a trti"e 
{18} 

valueso 

In view of these considerations one is probably Justified in 

c1.rawing a comparison between sticking coefficients measured at the 

c:o11ector and on the vaporizing surface • This may be done i.n com-

paring the value a. == 0.45 determined in this paper vvi.th the results 

of~ I;Iarshall ann Norton(lg) obtained by measur•ing the rate oj~ vapori-

zation from carbon rings in a vacuumo They t>eport the heat of 

.St1blimation of· ~l"'aphi te as 177 kcal/rrole, based on their• vapor

pressure measurements and the apparent assunl.ption of unit sticking 

coefficiento Using the correct value 170o39 kcal/mole for the heat 

of S'i.:tblimation one calculates that at the temperature of t;hei.l-. 

determinations a sticking coefficient of o. = 0 e18 would accou . .nt; for 

their high valu.e of AH0 o It is difficult to conclude whether or not 

the· differen'ce in the values for the sticklng coefficient may be 

attributed to the experimental error or to an actual temperature 
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d<::;pendence o Howe~ver 1 it is interesting to note tha. t direct determina

tions made by Simpson, et al.~~( 20) of thesticking coefficient of 

carbon a toms on optically thin depos·i ts on hot quartz (c. a. 700°0) 

eollectors is Ool8 for an effusion cell temperature of 2400°K and 

Oo22 for a cell temperature of 2216°Ke 

;l 
':'l: I) Conclusionso 

The sticking coefficient of atomi,c beam carbon atoms issuing 

from an effusion cell at 2760°K on a deposit at 900°K is Oo45o Since 

this meas11rement was conducted under essentially the smne experi

mental conditions as used by Brewer, et al,(l 3 ) in the determination 

of the heat of sublimation of graphite, the factor a. = Oo45 may be 

applied directly to their. data. This correction leacls to an average 

expel"'l.mental value AH
0 

::: 165.25 lccal/mole insteac1. of the a-.;rerage 

value AH
0 

= l69a36 kcal/mole which they calculated assu.rning no reflec

tion at; the collector • Despite the lowering of the eXperimental value 

tb.e ev·idence is conclusive _that 170.29 kcal/mole and not 141.25 nor 

125 o03 kcal/mole (the three va lu.es 11 allowed" spectroscopically) is 

th.e correct ·value for the heat of sublimation of' graphite o 

A measurement has also been reported for the sticking coeffi-

cient of atomic beam iron atoms on the collector plate, the 'lralue 

being a. ~ o.98o It is concluded from this evidence and the agree

ment between the determination of the vapor•-pressures of iron by 

both .the effusion method(l4 ) and the method of measurement of rates 

of vaporization from free surfaces in a vacuum<l5 ),(16) that the 

sticking coefficient i.s essentially unity at the temperature of the 

iron surface dur·ing the vaporization measurement • 

It is indl.ea:ted that the value of sticking coefficients 
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measur'ed at the temp~rat:ure of the collector may serve as a close 
( 

approx~lmation to st:tck:l.ng e·oef'fi.cient which obtains between the 

gaseous atoms and the surface when "the two phases are in thermal 

equilibrium at the temperature of an actual measuremento 

The determination of the sticking coefficient is of direct 

import;ance in the determination of vapor"-pressures by both the effu

sion method and the method of vaporization from a free surfacee In 

the f~ormer method reflection at the collector will cause a direct 

error :tn the measured apparent vapor ... pressure and in the latter 

method the sticking coefficient enters directly into the expression 

given by gas k:tnetics for the calculation of vapor-pressures from 

the measured rate. of vaporization. 

The methods applied in this paper for·the measurement of stick-

i:ng coefficients may be applied in. general for the determination of 

the extent of reflection of the atoms from a deposit: and be incorpo

rated with vapor-pressure measurements by either of the methods 

mentioned in direct support of the validity of the ·valu.es obta:inedo 

From a. consideration of the expe1•imental evidence and quali ta-

tive theoretical discussion given above one is led to the conclu.sism 

that the sticking coefficients for all refractory elements which 

vaporize to monatomic gases will have sticking coefficients close to 

unity at temperatures at which the vapor-pressure of the element is 

less than about lo-6 atmo This conclusion is supported by direct 

experimental evidence in the case of beryllium and irono Actually, 

it is not expected that values as low as that reported herein for 

carbon will be found for the refractory metallic elementso The stick

ing coefficient fer carbon is probably low because of the random 

orientation of the graphitic planes in the deposit such that some 
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collisions of the gaseous atoms occur on sites where the bonding 

forces are smallo 

The work described in this report was performed under the 

auspices of the Atomic Energy Commission. 
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